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Abstract

Geographers have a long-standing interest in citizenship as the link between political

and territorial membership. Yet, even when key political processes associated with

citizenship, such as voting or lobbying government institutions are carried out from

beyond the territory there is a more complex relationship with territory than the simple

‘inside/outside’ division that external voting suggests. This article develops a specific-

ally geographical analysis of the territorial context of voting practices. Although a

number of general explanations have been offered for the introduction of external

voting, and for the nature of the systems introduced it seems that contextual,

country-specific factors concerning the history and nature of the relationship between

the government and emigrant groups are usually determinant.
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Citizenship is frequently used to describe a relationship between individuals and the place

where they are living but that relationship continues even when those individuals leave the

territorially bounded space of their citizenship. State-focused citizenship alters when citi-

zens leave their country of citizenship. They inevitably lose many of the rights they hold as

citizens, but these rights do not disappear altogether. Citizens outside a state are distin-

guished from non-citizens by their undisputable right of return to that state and in many

cases by the protection they are offered through consular missions, though even these

minimum rights are not universally respected. Beyond these two basic rights a growing

number of states have established favourable financial arrangements for citizens whose

permanent home is in another state, with the aim of encouraging them to invest or

remit money to their countries of citizenship.
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The notion of a diaspora as an entity that can be consciously ‘built’ for the long-term

benefit of countries of origin is now widely accepted and frequently advocated in a devel-

opment context (de Haas 2006). ‘Building’ diaspora is akin to nation building in that it is at

heart a discursive process. It involves creating and maintaining links with emigrant popu-

lations around the world to foster a common identity. In addition to a favourable economic

environment, countries may provide cultural or religious services for emigrants who are

temporarily or permanently resident in another state, or language instruction for their

children. Allowing expatriates to vote is one of the more controversial ways of maintaining

links with non-resident citizens and in some cases even their children, but this too is

increasingly common. Emigrants are continually engaged in this process (Ehrkamp and

Leitner 2003). This package of economic, cultural, and political rights negotiated between

states and non-resident citizens is beginning to be identified as a discrete status, that of

extra-territorial citizenship.

Citizenship of international migrants is typically analysed from the perspective of coun-

tries receiving those migrants, yet all immigrants are of course also emigrants. As

non-resident citizens, emigrants maintain a relationship with their country of origin that

may be more important for them than their role as non-citizen residents. This

extra-territorial perspective provides significant insight into the ways in which state au-

thority is being respatialized, providing an empirical challenge to ideas of bounded citi-

zenship while recognizing that state membership grounded in particular localities remains

important for both citizens and states, even when it becomes uncoupled from state

territory.

Of all the various elements which may be linked to the status of extra-territorial citizen-

ship, political participation is among the most controversial. This article builds on a recent

global survey into practices of voting from outside the state, last updated in 2012. It

develops a specifically geographical analysis of the territorial location of voting, arguing

for a more complex analysis of territoriality. The following section reviews the literature on

citizenship, and political transnationalism, emphasizing the territorial context of common

theoretical approaches. The article then turns to the results of the global survey of external

voting, developing this to explore three case studies of external voting in Section 3. In

addition to highlighting the growing empirical significance of migrants’ ongoing formal

connections with countries of origin, the central argument of the article is that the terri-

torial distinction in internal/external voting systems does not fully capture the complexity

of the variety of systems in operation.

1. Locating citizenship and re-imagining state spaces

Citizenship describes a very wide variety of practices from official participation in formal

activities organized by state institutions, such as jury service or voting in elections, to

unofficial and even anti-establishment involvement in civil society mobilizations

(Painter and Philo 1995). Although citizenship remains strongly associated with states

there are plenty of examples of analyses that consider local, supranational, or global

forms of belonging under the category of citizenship, some of which relate directly to

understandings of state membership (Desforges, Jones, and Woods 2005; Kurtz and
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Hankins 2005). The variety of interpretations of the location of citizenship practices and

their relationship with territorialized states may be grouped into four distinct perspectives.

The largest and, for much of the history of citizenship studies, the dominant trend has

seen citizenship restricted to the territorialized state. This does not mean that it exclusively

describes relationships between individuals and state institutions but the citizen, or the

non-citizen in many cases, is firmly located within the territory which is relevant to their

citizenship or exclusion from citizenship. A second, much more recent trend has focused

on the deterritorialization of citizenship. The rights associated with citizenship, it is argued,

are increasingly attached to individuals, breaking the association of citizenship with na-

tional membership within territorialized states. Thirdly, research into political transnation-

alism interprets long distance relationships between citizens and their states as a sign that it

is not citizenship that has become deterritorialized, but states. For theorists of migrant

transnationalism, the state–citizen relationship remains central, but it can occur anywhere,

equally. Finally, explorations of the status of extra-territorial citizenship, to which this

article contributes, support the argument that the state–citizen relation is important, but

contend that territoriality is also central to our understanding of that relationship, other-

wise the extra-territorial location would be irrelevant. This trend highlights how the state

spaces that form the focus of traditional ideas of citizenship should not be abandoned but

re-imagined. Although these four trends are partially chronological, examples of all four

can currently be found in the literature.

1.1 Citizenship restricted to the territorialized state

The vast majority of research into citizenship identifies various practices that help define

the relationship between individuals and the place in which they live whether they are

officially considered as citizens or not. Citizenship was originally located within a sub-state

locality, typically a city. Such sub-national memberships remain significant, particularly in

certain federal systems where local voting rights may also be retained by those who leave the

country, but citizenship more frequently describes a relationship with state authorities. The

association of citizenship with the nation state is usually traced to the French revolution

and formalized around liberal ideas of ensuring universal equality and social solidarity,

from the end of the 19th century onwards, associated particularly with Durkheim. T.H.

Marshall’s formulation of state-focused citizenship practices as a package of rights con-

tinued this trend (Marshall 1950). Marshall took political and civil rights largely for

granted, since they were widely constitutionally guaranteed. The essential, radical contri-

bution of his 1950 essay involved the third element of the package, the development of a

social status of citizenship as a way of eliminating inequality (Smith 1989; Delanty 2000).

Despite these egalitarian objectives it is widely recognized that citizenship inherently

involves processes of inclusion and exclusion (Castles and Davidson 2000). For equality to

be achievable through citizenship, the status of citizenship had to be bounded, located in

the territorialized state. In guaranteeing a degree of equality through the establishment of

enforceable rights for members of the community, citizenship inevitably excludes those

outside the community. Much geographical work on citizenship has examined the com-

plexity of the various types of exclusion which identify the marginalization of particular

groups of citizens or non-citizens (Kofman 2002).
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International migrants are one of the most commonly discussed of these excluded

groups (Bauböck 2006). In the introduction to the special issue of Political Geography on

‘spaces of citizenship’ Painter and Philo argue that the linkage of citizenship and space may

be seen in the opposition between ‘us, here’ who define themselves against a physically

separate ‘them, there’. International migration inevitably produces individuals who are

present in the spaces of citizenship, but who remain ‘spatially invisible non-citizens’

(Painter and Philo 1995: 114) a group they label ‘them, here’ (1995: 112).

Yet international migration also produces a fourth category, the often overlooked ‘us,

there’. This category does not figure in Painter and Philo’s analysis, perhaps because it

serves no function in understanding the citizenship of ‘us, here’. Indeed, it may be prefer-

able for ‘us, here’ to forget all about ‘us, there’ since they are likely to be uncomfortably

similar to ‘them, here’ who, as Painter and Philo argue, they consciously define themselves

against. The category ‘us, there’ are the ‘spatially invisible’ citizens who have not received

much attention in geographical work. Research on citizenship considers international

migrants more frequently as immigrants than as emigrants and examines their exclusion

from their places of residence rather than any continued inclusion in distant ‘spaces of

citizenship’.

1.2 Deterritorialized citizenship and the decline of the territorialized state

The ideal of relatively discrete territorially fixed populations with a single attachment to the

nation state of their birth has never reflected the reality of widespread international mo-

bility, but it remained a core principle of political theory and policy until relatively recently

and is probably still the most common popular perception of what is meant by citizenship.

It is this model of citizenship that faced growing tensions from the early 1990s onwards.

Yasmin Soysal, one of the most widely quoted critics of fixed notions of citizenship argued

that ‘The state is no longer an autonomous and independent organization closed over a

nationally defined population. Instead we have a system of constitutionally interconnected

states with a multiplicity of membership’ (1994: 163–4).

This form of ‘post-national’ citizenship highlighted that citizenship was becoming sepa-

rated from the enjoyment of rights; ‘The individual is now an object of the law and a site for

rights, regardless of whether a citizen or an alien.’(Sassen 1998: 71). Rights enjoyed by

non-citizens are social and in some cases civil, associated with elements of Marshall’s social

and civil citizenship. It is much rarer that political rights are extended to non-citizens. Even

in the small number of situations where the political participation of non-citizens is

permitted it is almost always restricted to local elections, as in the European Union.

Non-citizens’ participation in national elections is almost unheard of, though it has none-

theless produced a considerable literature (Aleinikoff and Klusmeyer 2002).

The concept of post-national citizenship has been widely criticized (Joppke 1998;

Benhabib 2002). Soysal’s original formulation focused on Europe, but as Elenore

Kofman’s work on ‘civic stratification’ has shown, even in the liberal democratic regimes

of the EU, it is only a small proportion of non-citizens who enjoy rights at an equivalent

level to citizens. The rights of other non-citizens can be conceptually located somewhere

along a spectrum from full access to the position of irregular migrants at the opposite end

who are increasingly excluded from access even to basic services (Kofman 2002). To the
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extent that non-citizens have rights at all, they are only able to access them through their

presence within European space, so even non-citizenship remains highly territorialized.

Russell’s (2005) analysis of the legal status of the Guantanamo hearings in the US reveals the

three-fold distinction in US law between the rights of non-citizens on US territory, at the

border and elsewhere.

Even if it is now generally recognized that early work on post-national citizenship con-

siderably overstated the case, the insights that it stimulated remain relevant, particularly in

the context of cosmopolitanism (Brock and Brighouse 2005). The long history of cosmo-

politan ideals, which are associated most strongly with Kant but may be traced to

post-classical Greek philosophy (Nussbaum 1997), highlight that moral boundaries

of citizenship have long been considered distinct from political boundaries. The notion

of post-national citizenship identified how morally based arguments for the welfare of

non-citizens translated into legal obligations for their inclusion. To an extent this is sup-

ported by the evidence on non-citizens access to social and civil rights. It is political

boundaries which remain constrained and in a reversal of Marshall’s original formulation,

extending the political rights of citizenship has become the most controversial. In social and

civil terms citizenship has become more ‘flexible’ at least for certain privileged groups (Ong

1999) but as an institution of political membership it remains exclusive.

1.3 Deterritorialized states

An alternative explanation for the challenge to nation states or the crisis of citizenship that

was observed from the early 1990s focused on what was happening to the institution of

territorialized states, rather than what was happening to citizenship as a form of member-

ship of those states. The book, Nations Unbound: Transnational Projects, Post-colonial

Predicaments and Deterritorialized Nation-States (Basch, Glick Schiller, and Blanc-

Szanton 1994) has become one of the canonical texts of research into migrant transnation-

alism and as widely cited, and criticized, as Soysal’s book on post-national citizenship,

published in the same year. The book identified common relationship between the gov-

ernments of St Vincent, Grenada, Haiti, and the Philippines and emigrants from those

states and went on to show how these were of mutual benefit to migrants and the states

concerned and were therefore likely to remain important.

Transnationalism was initially defined in the 1970s in terms of market relations, inter-

national relations between companies that did not involve state institutions (Keohane and

Nye 1972). Interest in the transnational activities of migrants initially followed this under-

standing of principally non-state activity and explored the social relations of migrants

(Rouse 1991). To a large extent this has continued to be the case. The ‘border crossing

expansion of social space’ (Faist 2004) and the tremendous growth of interest into eco-

nomic transfers together define much contemporary research into migrants’ transnational

practices. The state is not widely included in a process that is often characterized as

‘globalization from below’ (Guarnizo and Smith 1998). Basch and her colleagues high-

lighted the importance of state institutions in this process and others have developed their

ideas (Østergaard-Nielsen 2003) but research on political transnationalism has remained

relatively rare (Smith 2003).
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Like arguments for post-national citizenship the political implications of migrant trans-

nationalism were initially overstated. Deterritorialization of states was presented as abso-

lute: ‘the nation’s people may live anywhere in the world and still not live outside the state’

(Basch, Glick Schiller, and Blanc-Szanton 1994: 269). In a later article one of the authors

reported on President Aristide’s 1991 declaration that Haitian emigrants now formed a

‘tenth department’ of Haiti and concluded that ‘Haiti now exists wherever Haitians settle’

(Glick-Schiller and Fouron 1999: 341). These were bold, provocative statements that have

advanced the study of these issues, but they were not supported by the facts. As Itzigsohn

(2000) pointed out, Haiti does not exist wherever Haitians settle; Haitians lose rights when

they leave and when they return they are not immediately treated as full citizens.

Links between international migrants and their home states have also been extensively

analysed as an example of diaspora relations, a much older concept though one that has

recently taken on much the same meaning as transnational communities. Diasporas are

essentially defined by dispersal from a particular point of origin. This original location may

have subsequently been denied to them, making them deterritorialized communities,

though they are now more commonly seen as a three way relationship between migrants’

states of origin, states of residence, and the diaspora community itself (Scheffer 2003).

Although some observers have identified a form of diaspora politics essentially concerned

with the organization or structuring of the diaspora itself (Østergaard-Nielsen 2003),

deterritorialized political engagement is exceptional and the vast majority of diaspora ac-

tivism has an essential territorial referent of some kind. Arguments for significant deterri-

torialization of diaspora politics are, just like transnational politics, difficult to sustain.

1.4 Citizenship as a way of re-imagining the territorialized state

Despite significant developments over the last decade or so, both state institutions and their

associated territory remain essential referents for citizenship. Nevertheless, territorialized

states and membership of those states must be substantially re-imagined if it is to account

for institutionalized changes in the relationships of international migrants with states.

Rainer Bauböck’s monograph Transnational Citizenship, (Bauböck 1994) curiously pub-

lished in the same year as Soysal’s and Basch et al.’s more controversial contributions, was

an early discussion of how to respond to these developments within established frameworks

of citizenship. Given the retreat from early positions around post-national citizenship and

political transnationalism, Bauböck’s position now looks both measured and prescient.

Bauböck (1994) explains the crisis of citizenship as a ‘disjuncture’ between an increas-

ingly globalized economic sector and the political sector which remains tied to particular

territories. He advocates greater flexibility in extending social rights to long-term resident

non-citizens. This concern develops in later work, into an argument that the political

transnationalism agenda should be expanded to include ‘membership and rights in the

sending country as well as the receiving polity’ (Bauböck 2003: 700). More recently he has

combined these two ideas into a single theoretical position he refers to as ‘expansive citi-

zenship’ (Bauböck 2005) which describes both the position of non-citizen residents and

non-resident citizens. The former have been extensively considered in geographical work

but the later have received much less attention despite their acknowledged potential to

contribute to citizenship debates (Agnew 1999: 516).
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Non-resident citizens have mostly been treated as immigrants, but as emigrants they are

the ‘us, there’ category that has been missing from geographical scholarship on citizenship

and migration. They challenge a modern ‘geopolitical imagination’ that sees membership

as fundamentally grounded in relationships with state institutions (Gamlen 2008). Gamlen

labels the institutions of the state responsible for building or maintaining relations with

extra-territorial populations, the ‘emigration state’. Brand (2006) sees the existence of such

institutions as evidence of the resilience of the state, illustrating the flexible notions of

sovereignty that attach to individuals who are beyond the territorial boundary of the state.

Fitzgerald defines extra-territorial citizenship as simply ‘citizenship in a territorially

bounded political community without residence in the community’ (2000: 4). His short

monograph, based on research in the Mexican state of Michoacán and related communities

of Michoacanos in Southern California, is among the first to use the term. Though it

addresses many of the same issues as related work on political transnationalism the explicit

focus on citizenship highlights the central political concerns of this process. Fitzgerald,

writing later with Roger Waldinger has been particularly critical of the transnational lit-

erature for, among other things, failing to recognize that ‘the use, form, and mobilization of

the connections linking here and there are contingent outcomes subject to multiple political

constraints’ (Waldinger and Fitzgerald 2004: 1179, emphasis in original).

Extra-territorial citizenship, Fitzgerald (2000) argues, is inevitably passive, since emi-

grants have few options for more republican style political civil society engagement. This is

questionable. Transnational political activism is common (Østergaard-Nielsen 2003;

Collyer 2006; Martiniello and La Fleur 2008). Some of these activities would appear to

fit a civic-republican model of citizenship, though they also include plenty of examples of

much more violent, anti-republican initiatives, that support Benedict Anderson’s charac-

terization of ‘long distance nationalism’ (Anderson 1992). The concerns of this article are

only with citizenship expressed through voting, which cannot fairly be described as ‘pas-

sive’, though it clearly only forms part of the duties and obligations of citizenship.

1.5 The territorial citizen

Traditional conceptualizations of ‘bounded citizenship’ imagined a perfectly overlapping

relationship between state institutions, state territory, and the state’s citizens. The lack of

consideration that such models allowed for international migrants was one factor contri-

buting to the ‘crisis of citizenship’ in the early 1990s. This section has considered three

Table 1. Territorial conceptualization of major migrant/citizenship models

Bounded

citizenship

Post-national

citizenship

Transnational

citizenship

Extra-territorial

citizenship

Classic work Marshall (1950) Soysal (1994) Basch et al. (1994) Bauböck (1994)

Understanding

of citizen–state

territorial

relationship

Absent as model

restricted to

single state

Irrelevant as

citizens and

non-citizens

enjoy similar rights

Irrelevant as state’s

territory

follows citizens

Central

and fluid
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theories that have explicitly set out to include migration in accounts of citizenship:

post-national citizenship, transnational citizenship, and extra-territorial citizenship.

These approaches have many similarities, but vary substantially in their consideration of

states as territorial entities (Table 1). For bounded models of citizenship territory was

completely absent. For both post-national and transnational citizenship models territory

is irrelevant, though for different reasons. It is only in the extra-territorial citizenship model

that the territorial location of the citizen plays a role. Citizenship is not completely

bounded, since certain rights are maintained beyond the territory, but a non-territorial

location is not irrelevant as it is in the other two models.

The more nuanced approach of extra-territorial citizenship draws attention to the chan-

ging spatiality of state authority. It relates to broader debates in which discussions of the

‘end’ of the territorial state that were common in the 1990s have been abandoned in favour

of greater attention to how processes of state territorialization are changing. In relation to

citizenship, the question is not whether territory is significant for the state–citizen relation,

but how and when it is significant. The remainder of this article builds on this theoretical

overview to explore extra-territorial voting as a case study to shed light on this issue.

2. Voting from abroad: The global survey

According to the Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA 2007), 115 of the

world’s 214 countries allow voting from outside the boundaries of the state and another five

have provisions to do so. A tremendous variety of legislation governs this process which in

some cases applies only to certain elections or particular categories of individuals. This

approach dates from legislation passed 150 years ago by the state of Michigan allowing its

soldiers to vote in state elections, though developments in this area have been concentrated

in the last few decades. The recent nature of much of the relevant legislation explains why

the extent of external voting is not widely appreciated. Even relatively recently, respected

scholars were arguing that ‘only a few’ countries had granted the franchise to non-resident

citizens (Rubio-Martin 2006: 127). The finding that a majority of states have provision for

external voting is therefore significant.

Building on the territorial analysis of citizenship in the previous section, this article

focuses on the territorial implications of new voting patterns. Transnational practices are

not undermining the nation state but altering the way in which it operates. Attention to the

changing spatiality of state authority provides a clear way of investigating these changes.

Rubio-Martin argues ‘the defining feature of external citizenship is the possibility of de-

taching the legal status and practice of citizenship (in terms of identity, but also engage-

ment) from the territorially bounded nation-state’ (Rubio-Martin 2006: 124). The

relationship between citizenship and territory is the essential dynamic behind arguments

for or against extra-territorial voting and central to technical decisions which shape the

form and process of external voting systems. This is the element used to structure an earlier

survey of external voting systems (Collyer and Vathi 2007) which highlighted the variety of

territorial implications of such systems. This has been updated for this article.

This survey classified electoral systems in five ways, following the nature of the territorial

participation of non-resident citizens. First are those countries that have no elections at all,
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which obviously disqualifies these countries from consideration. If countries have any kind

of elections, even if these are not at the national level or are not widely considered as

democratic, such as village elections in China, they were included. Enfranchising emigrants

is symbolically significant, even where democratic principles are otherwise largely ignored.

Emigrants have campaigned tirelessly for representation, even in countries which rate

particularly low on international measures of democracy, such as Morocco

(Belguendouz 2004).

For countries that have elections of any sort there are four possible scenarios for the

participation of emigrants. Many, though not all, countries make allowance for the par-

ticipation of government employees who are out of the country on official business at

election time, so we only included countries where external voting rights apply equally to all

citizens living permanently abroad. The first system prevents emigrants participating.

Emigrants may be removed from the voting list or there may be a requirement that all

voters are resident in the country for a certain period of time before any election. This

second possibility does not automatically exclude emigrants but an individual would have

to go to considerable trouble to continue their registration at an address in the country and

return for the stipulated period of time to ensure they remained on the electoral roll.

Countries were only included in this category if there was evidence or measures to actively

prevent emigrants from voting.

The three remaining possibilities all allow emigrants a vote but the territorial significance of

the casting and counting of the vote is different in each situation (Table 2). The first of these,

the ‘vote in home district’ system permits the participation of emigrants, but stipulates that

they must return to the country to vote. Under the second voting system, which we called the

‘vote abroad for home district’ system, emigrants are allowed to vote without returning. The

vote is either cast in person, in embassies or consulates or by post. This system is the most

common and allows emigrants to cast their vote extra-territorially but counts the vote as if it

had been made in their own electoral district within the country of origin. Under this system

there is no difference in the effect of a vote cast inside or outside the country.

The final system, termed the ‘vote abroad for direct representation’ system provides

emigrants with their own directly elected representation at legislative elections. This is

the only truly extra-territorial system since votes are both cast and counted

extra-territorially. It is only relevant to legislative elections, not local or presidential elec-

tions, though theoretically it would be possible to count expatriate votes differently even in

presidential elections through some kind of Electoral College. It is currently extremely rare

but it is growing in popularity since it can be used to address a number of the objections

that have been raised to external voting, by altering the ratio between electors and elected

Table 2. The territorial significance of the three systems allowing expatriates to vote

Casting of vote

Internal External

Counting of vote Internal Vote in home district Vote abroad for home district

External x Vote abroad for direct representation
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representatives to favour territorially based voters or restricting the issues on which emi-

grants’ representatives are allowed to vote.

To summarize this five-point classification is as follows:

(1) No elections are held.

(2) Elections are held in the country, though expatriates are prevented from voting.

(3) Migrants return to vote in the district where they were most recently resident. Expatriates

have to travel to their country of origin in order to vote.

(4) Migrants vote abroad for the district where they were most recently resident. Expatriates

can vote in polling stations abroad or by post, but the votes are counted as if they were

resident in an electoral district within their country of origin.

(5) Vote abroad for direct representation. Expatriates elect their own representation in

legislative elections.

In the original 2007 survey, through a combination of analysis of constitutions or elect-

oral laws, direct questionnaires to election commissioners and a variety of secondary

sources we were able to collect data to classify 145 countries. The IDEA report, published

6 months later, revealed broad support for these findings, though the categorization system

IDEA used was slightly different and there were some inconsistencies between that survey

and our own. Results in Table 3 reflect a complete 2009 review of our initial data in the light

of the IDEA report and further research to resolve any inconsistencies. This resulted in data

on 183 countries from a target of 198.

Statistical analysis of these categories compared with factors which may be thought to

influence the form of external voting, such as the size of the emigrant population relative to

the total population, the remittances received or dependency on remittances, revealed no

significant patterns (Collyer and Vathi 2007). These relationships may become clearer in

more individual analysis of external voting (Itzigsohn 2000). Following Itzigsohn’s analysis of

practices in three Latin American countries with significant levels of dependence on migra-

tion, this article now turns to three case studies of countries following contrasting systems.

These represent the smallest, but the most interesting categories of the survey: respectively,

migrants return to vote (Morocco), migrants are prevented from voting (Sri Lanka) and

migrants elect their own representatives in legislative elections (Algeria and others).

Table 3. Global voting systems

System Count

No elections 9

Migrants prevented from voting 45

Migrants allowed to vote

Migrants return to vote in home district 23

Migrants vote abroad for home district 93

Migrants vote abroad for direct representation 13

No data 15

Total 198

Source: author’s survey 2009.
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3. Three case studies: Territory, citizenship, and political

participation

There may still be common elements linking countries in the same category, though many

of the underlying reasons for the forms of external voting practised by these countries are

likely to be contingent on a range of country-specific factors (see also Lafleur 2011).

Category 2, in which migrants vote abroad for their home district is actually the norm.

It is the other categories which need explaining. This section considers a range of examples

in categories, 1, 3, and 4.

3.1 Category 1: Maintaining territoriality

Twenty-three countries allow migrants to vote if they return to do so. This is the

cheapest option of all since it requires neither administrative controls to prevent

migrants voting, nor the often costly arrangements to facilitate their voting outside

the country. It is therefore not surprising that this category includes a disproportion-

ate number of low income countries, such as Ethiopia, Kenya, Malawi, and Liberia.

More surprising is the presence of countries with a very significant dependence on

remittances, such as Lebanon, though this is partly as emigrants have been overlooked

by the Lebanese state and it may be starting to change (Trad 2011) and partly due to

the highly complex and extremely fragile confessional balance at the heard of the

Lebanese polity (Brand 2006).

In some cases the ease by which this system operates makes it ideal for a transition

stage, while other options are considered. Morocco provides an interesting example of

this. Moroccan emigrants were able to elect their own representation from 1984 to 1992

(a category 3 system). Since 1992, Moroccan emigrants have campaigned vigorously for

the reintroduction of external voting, yet even Hassan II did not describe Moroccan

elections as democratic until 1997. This is an important illustration of the symbolic

significance of voting rights, even where results are suspect. In 2005, Hassan II’s suc-

cessor, Mohammed VI, declared his intentions to reintroduce voting for emigrants, yet

this has been delayed. A new Consultative Committee of Overseas Moroccans was set

up in 2007 to investigate ways in which this could be done. In the meantime, emigrants

are able to return to Morocco to cast their vote as if they had not left, but there is no

provision for them to vote outside the country.

This system provides the most limited development to territorial principles of elect-

oral participation. Emigrants are not systematically withdrawn from electoral lists if

they cease to be a permanent resident but franchise can only be exercised from within

the country. The main drawback to this system is that in order to vote emigrants

require sufficient financial resources to be able to return. Until the 2006 elections, this

system operated in Italy. Some political parties sponsored return trips to Italy on the

understanding that the emigrants returned would vote for the party who paid for their

return. This is obviously problematic and is not far removed from purchasing votes.

Where resources and organization permits these systems change to a direct voting

from abroad system.
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3.2 Category 4: Excluding expatriates

Forty-five countries have legislative barriers to emigrant voting and/or take active steps to

prevent them doing so. This is a diverse bunch of countries and they are not linked by

obvious social or economic indicators to any significant degree. The group includes several

tiny Caribbean countries who may legitimately fear being overwhelmed by large diasporas,

if they could vote (Barbados, Antigua, and Barbuda), but it also includes India, where

Non-Resident Indians account for only about half a per cent of India’s resident population

(High Level Committee on Indian Diaspora 2001). Large numbers of Indian government

employees are able to vote overseas and IDEA (2007) consider it as a country which allows

external voting, but since this does not apply universally to all non-resident citizens, who

are excluded from voting by specific legislative provisions1, India was included in this

category.

The relationship between the government and the emigrant community appears to be a

key factor in countries in this category. South Africa and Macedonia were the only coun-

tries in our survey which had recently amended legislation to prevent emigrants from

voting. All other changes in electoral systems identified since 1995 resulted either in the

enfranchisement of emigrants or changes in their existing franchise, but in 1998 South

Africa withdrew emigrants’ right to vote.2 The context of this decision, set against the very

significant emigration of white South Africans, many of whom were perceived to have been

supportive of the apartheid regime, may explain this change (Adam 1999). Six other

countries in this category have obvious reasons why the government may be suspicious

of the emigrant community or have produced large refugee diasporas: Zimbabwe, Uganda,

Hong Kong, Guatemala, El Salvador but perhaps most of all, Sri Lanka.

There are at least 2 million people who were born in Sri Lankan now living elsewhere,

more than 10 per cent of the resident population. The electoral register is published in

January based on local housing registers which close in June of the previous year.3 To be

registered an individual has to be known to the local grama sevaka, the lowest level gov-

ernment administrator. Although emigrants are technically excluded from the electoral

register, short periods out of the country do not result in removal from this list. If absences

are prolonged and certainly if individuals sell their house, they will be removed and it

becomes particularly difficult to re-register. Inclusion on the electoral register means that

individuals are able to vote if they are in the country on the day of the election. Even this is

an insurmountable barrier for the vast majority of emigrants and campaigning has been

growing to allow some form of external voting.

Despite their tremendous importance for the Sri Lankan economy, the government has

few obvious political incentives to allow emigrants a vote. About half of all Sri Lankan

emigrants are from the minority Tamil population, most of whom left the country in

response to policies of the majority Sinhala government. The two major political parties,

the United National Party (UNP) and the Sri Lanka Freedom Party (SLFP) who between

them have won every election since independence in 1948, both rely almost exclusively on

Sinhala constituencies to retain power. Though there are a number of legal Tamil parties,

the Tamil diaspora is often associated with support for the Liberation Tigers of Tamil

Eelam (LTTE) in their fight against government forces, particularly by sources close to

the government (Gunaratna 2006).
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Recent campaigning for the right to vote has been predominantly on behalf of labour

migrants, who are mostly Sinhala and concentrated in oil-rich countries of the Gulf. At the

end of 2007 this campaign recorded significant progress in its rights-based analysis of the

situation. Following a high profile meeting in Colombo, the Human Rights Commission

recommended to the Labour Minister to make ‘suitable arrangements to facilitate and

ensure the voting rights of Sri Lankan migrant workers in the respective countries they

are employed and propose a special voting system’ (MSC 2007). No one expects this to

produce any imminent changes in voting rules, it obviously is not the Labour Minister who

is responsible for organizing elections anyway, but it is an important symbolic step from a

government that remains deeply suspicious of its emigrant population.

3.3 Category 3: Political representation of diaspora

Section 3 and the last considered in any detail here is perhaps the most interesting from the

perspective of extra-territorial citizenship. Eleven countries have institutionalized systems

which allow non-resident citizens to elect their own representatives to national assemblies,

separately from territorial representatives. In addition, Angola and Panama have legislation

in place to implement this system but, in late 2007, had not yet done so and Morocco had

plans to reintroduce this system. Morocco operated a very similar system between 1984 and

1992 (Belguendouz 2004). The Cook Islands also had an ‘external seat’ from 1981 to 2003

when it was abolished, largely due to the high cost of its administration (Hassall 2007).

These systems only apply to legislative elections, where they offer a way of recognizing the

right of emigrants to vote but also enable this right to be controlled to a much greater

extent.

Bauböck (2007) argues that this system does not respect the principles of stakeholder

citizenship he has outlined, since it treats emigrants differently from resident citizens, but it

does respond in some cases to the philosophical objections raised to external voting and

may provide a good compromise. Only in Croatia and Portugal is there any attempt to

maintain a ratio of electors to representatives that is similar to territorially cast votes,

though they both consider emigrants to be represented by the number of voters, not the

size of electorates, a principle that would be impossible to apply to resident citizens. In

other cases representatives of emigrant communities have much larger electorates than

their territorially elected counterparts. For example, the Algerian Assemblée Populaire

National, the lower of the two chambers of the Algerian Parliament, has 389 seats, of

which eight are reserved for non-resident citizens. These eight officials represent an emi-

grant population of �1.2 million, or about 150,000 people per representative, compared

with an average of just under 80,000 people for territorial representatives.

The system of extra-territorial representation was first introduced in Portugal for the

1976 legislative elections4 and France followed in 1983. This system was also introduced in

Italy for the 2006 elections, replacing a long-standing system which encouraged emigrants

to return to vote (Tintori 2011). It is notable that the majority of the remaining countries

where it applies are former colonies of either Portugal (Angola, Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau,

Mozambique) or France (Algeria, Haiti, Morocco) all of which have introduced this system

since 1999, with the exceptions of Cape Verde (1992) and Algeria (1995). France and

Portugal provide the two models under which this system may be implemented. In the
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case of Portugal emigrants vote directly in two territorially defined electorates: Europe and

the rest of the world. Depending on the number of votes cast either one or two represent-

atives from each of these regions sit in the national parliament (Costa Lobo 2007). Similar

systems are followed by Mozambique, which similarly has two external electorates, Africa

and the rest of the world. Algeria has eight external electorates, four of which are in France,

Cape Verde has three, and Haiti only one. Under the French system emigrants do not vote

directly for particular candidates but participate indirectly, though this changed in the 2012

legislative elections when French emigrants were able to vote directly for their own repre-

sentation. As the relatively recent changes in most of these countries suggest, this is the

fastest growing category.

4. Conclusion

This article has contributed to analysis of the category of extra-territorial citizenship as an

identifiable package of rights, distinct from territorial forms of citizenship. Yet it is not a

unitary category but takes a range of different forms, each of which has slightly different

implications for the nature of the relationship between emigrants and the territorial state.

The extent to which core practices associated with citizenship, such as voting, are already

routinely practised from outside the territory of the state, suggests that state forms of

citizenship can no longer be conceptualized from a purely territorial point of view. To

an extent, state citizenship has never been a purely territorialized relationship. Research

into diasporas and transnational communities reflects a growing awareness of the signifi-

cance of the ‘us, there’ category which has been widely overlooked, and there are a number

of historical examples of its significance. However, the article has also shown that the

situation is changing empirically as well as conceptually. The relatively recent introduction

of legislation, and in some cases constitutional amendments, allowing emigrants to cast

their vote extra-territorially shows that this is a genuinely new trend with important prac-

tical consequences, for emigrants, nascent diasporas and the states to which they are linked.

It is also a process in which civil society is continually involved, often in a transnational

context, lobbying for change in various locations.

Practices of extra-territorial citizenship have consequences for the ways in which state

territoriality is understood. The external dimensions of citizenship have been almost totally

neglected in geographical approaches to the subject. Government attitudes to external

voting suggest a variety of possible approaches to the situation. Even in cases where a

strict territorial approach to voting has been maintained, as in Albania or where emigrants

are officially excluded, as in Sri Lanka, change is promised or planned. More innovative

approaches involving forms of direct representation pioneered by Portugal and France

appear to have been most influential within their spheres of political influence though

the recent adoption of this approach by Croatia, Italy, and others suggests that it is not

restricted to this group. The largest group (category 2) was not analysed in detail here. This

now represents mainstream practice in this area, where territorial location is no barrier to

voting, or to the way in which that vote is counted.

This approach does not radically challenge the hegemony of the state system, as other

interpretations of similar material have sought to do. In each of these cases, the state

remains the central focus of migrants concerns, motivating and justifying their ongoing
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campaigns to retain the right to vote. States continue to be defined as fundamentally

territorial units, since even where they are able to exercise their right to vote unchallenged

they do so in fundamentally different ways from outside of the state’s territory. The dif-

ferences concern the way in which state territory is bounded. Although an extra-territorial

location does change the way in which citizens relate to their state, it does not stop them

doing so and it appears that they are increasingly able to do so in ways which resemble the

opportunities of territorially based citizenship.

The article has provided a structure for the systematic analysis of external voting but this

research topic requires much more detail. An important remaining gap is analysis of the

results of elections. Despite the enthusiasm of many migrant campaigns for the right to

vote, voting behaviour suggests that this right is not always exercised so enthusiastically

once it has been obtained. Successive elections in Algeria (Collyer 2006), Brasil (Levitt and

Dehesa 2003), Cape Verde (Silva and Chantre 2007), Portugal (Costa Lobo 2007), and

elsewhere have revealed declining participation from emigrants and only more detailed

research can start to explain why. Voting is also not the only element of the package of

extra-territorial citizenship, though it is probably the most controversial. The controversy

often associated with enfranchisement of emigrants reverses Marshall’s 1950 approach in

which he took political and civil rights for granted and tentatively proposed social rights as

a radical novelty, but these other elements of the package are also important constituents of

extra-territorial citizenship. Civil, social, cultural, and economic behaviour of emigrants

with respect to their countries of citizenship and the responses or encouragement of state

institutions presents a broad field of research possibilities, which will help us chart the

developing spatiality of state authority.
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Indian Elections (2007).

2. Electoral Law of 14 October 1998, Section 6.
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Commission of Sri Lanka, Colombo.

4. Decree-Law no. 95-C/76 of 30 January 1976.
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